ABSTRACT. We consider some global properties of continuous proper and closed maps acting in infinite-dimensional Fréchet manifolds. These essentially infinite-dimensional features are related to the following questions: 1. When is a closed map proper? 2. When can the "singularity set" of the map, i.e. the subset of the domain of definition where the map is not a local homeomorphism, be deleted? We establish the final answer to the first question and an answer to the second one when the singular set is a countable union of compact sets.
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ABSTRACT. We consider some global properties of continuous proper and closed maps acting in infinite-dimensional Fréchet manifolds. These essentially infinite-dimensional features are related to the following questions: 1. When is a closed map proper?
2. When can the "singularity set" of the map, i.e. the subset of the domain of definition where the map is not a local homeomorphism, be deleted? We establish the final answer to the first question and an answer to the second one when the singular set is a countable union of compact sets.
In global nonlinear analysis one of the main questions is that of invertibility in the large of nonlinear maps which in turn is closely connected with problems of surjectivity and deletion of "singularity sets" of maps. These questions are considered in this paper for two types of maps: proper and closed ones.
In §1 we give the final unimprovable result concerning the identity of the notions "proper" and "closed" for maps acting in infinite-dimensional Fréchet manifolds.
In §2 we give conditions for surjectivity, deletion of the "singular set" of a map and find when a proper (closed) map, whose "singular set" can be a countable union of compact sets, is a global homeomorphism.
When is a closed map also proper?
As is known (see [1] ) under general assumptions on spaces of definition (embracing all metrizable ones) any continuous proper map /: X -> Y is also closed. (Recall that / is closed if the image of any closed set is closed; / is proper if the preimage of any compact set is compact.)
Even simple examples of constant maps of the type f(x) = 0, where x S (-00,00), show that not each closed map is proper. Nevertheless it turns out that for infinite-dimensional manifolds the situation is considerably simpler and Smale [2] first announced the following infinite-dimensional condition under which the notions of properness and closedness coincide.
LEMMA (SMALE [2, 1965] ). Let X,Y be connected Banach manifolds, f:X -> Y a Fredholm closed map. Then f is proper if dim X = 00.
A far from trivial complete proof of this lemma was given in [3] where all assumptions were essential.
To formulate our result we introduce the following definition. DEFINITION 1. = 0. Hence G U int/_1(y) is a nonconnected subset of X. Since X satisfies the first countability axiom (see Remark 1.1) then by [6] we see that Fr/_1(i/) is compact. Then by [7] Frf~1(y) is a negligible set, i.e. X is homeomorphic to X\Frf-l(y) = int f-1(y)uG.
Taking into account the fact that X is connected we get a contradiction. Hence intf~1(y) = 0 so that /_1(2/) = ^tf~1{v) 1S compact. Thus, / is a continuous closed map and /_1(y) is compact for any y GY. Then by [1] / is a proper map.
The following simple example of a closed nonconstant map /:
shows that Theorem 1.1 fails in finite-dimensional spaces.
It is not difficult to see that in Theorem 1.1 spaces X and Y can be, in particular, Banach manifolds. Since for infinite-dimensional Banach manifolds a Fredholm map cannot be constant, the theorem immediately implies the Smale lemma.
2. On infinite-dimensional conditions for surjectivity, "deletion"of singularity sets and global homeomorphicity of maps. Let X, Y be topological spaces, /:I-tia map. Denote by B¡ the set of points of X at which / is not a local homeomorphism and by Pf a closed subset of X such that at each point of X\Pj the map / is a local homeomorphism.
Points of Bf are called singular points or just singularities and the set Bj itself the singular set; points of Pf are called pseudosingular ones or just pseudosingularities of / and Pf itself is called a pseudosingular set.
The introduction of nonuniquely defined sets Pf is of technical character and the naive explanation is that, generally speaking, sets Bj are "more difficult" to describe for a given map than sets of type Pf. For instance let x = (xi,X2,x$),
fi(x) = \x\ + xix\ + X1Z3, f2(x) = x2, h(x) = x3.
Since det/'(x) = x\ + x\ + x\, then / is a local homeomorphism in R3\{0} for x ^ 0. Hence, as Pf we can take e.g. {0}. Actually, in this example B¡ = 0, which is already not too obvious.
It is obvious that B¡ is always a set of type Pj and if an arbitrary set Pf is fixed, then Bf C Pf. The definitions also imply that B¡, P¡ are closed subsets of X.
Let V> be a family of closed subsets of X. Let us say that /: X -> F possesses the deletion of the singular set property with respect to the family ip if Bf ~ 0 whenever Pf £ip.
The following question naturally arises: Under what conditions does / possess the deletion of the singular set property with respect to the given family tp?
Fixing ib we get a concrete problem which requires a special approach to its solution. For instance, in the case when X, Y are normed spaces of dimension no less than 3 and /: X -> Y is a locally proper (closed) continuous map in [8] (only in the finite dimensional case); and in [9] the following answer is given: / possesses the deletion of the singular set property with respect to ib consisting of closed discrete subsets.
(Recall that /: X -► Y is locally proper (closed) if each point x G X possesses a closed neighborhood U such that the restriction of / onto U is a proper (closed) map from a subspace U to Y. Clearly each proper (closed) map is a locally proper (closed) one since as U we can take the whole X.)
In [8] a result is also obtained concerning deletion of the singular set with respect to the family xb consisting of compacts, namely the following Theorem (Church, Hemmingsen [8, I960] ). Let f be an open map of n-dimensional Euclidean space En onto En, n^2, and assume that dim/(£?/) < n -2. If the restriction of f to En\f~1(f(Bf)) is a covering map and Bf is compact, then f is a homeomorphism.
The following theorem is a far-reaching extension of this result. It answers the above question when tb consists of closed subsets of X, each of them being a countable union of compacts. is a countable union of compacts in Y and therefore by [7] f(P¡) is a negligible subset of Y. Then we see that Y\f (Pf) is connected and simply connected. Since Pf is a closed set and / is a closed map, then f(Pf) is a closed subset of Y. Thus, by the local linear connectedness of Y, we see that Y\f(Pf) is a simply connected linearly connected domain.
Since / is continuous and proper,
is a closed set which is the union of a countable set of compacts. Then by [7] , f~~l(f(Pf)) is a negligible subset of X, and therefore X\f~l(f(Pf)) is a linearly connected domain.
Since f-l{Y\f(Pf)) = X\f-l(f(Pf)), f is a proper map from AV"1 (/(*>/)) to Y\f(Pf).
Since the restriction of / to X\f x(f(Pf)) is a local homeomorphism, this restriction is a homeomorphism of X\/_1(/(P/)) onto Y\f(Pf) (see [10] ).
Let us show that f~l(f(Pf)) = Pf-Let y e f(Pf); hence for some a £ Pf we have y = f(a).
Suppose that there exists a point c 6 X\Pf such that y = /(c)-Then since X is Huasdorff, Pf is closed, and / is a local homeomorphism at c, the points a and c possess disjoint open neighborhoods Ua and Uc C X\Pf respectively and the restriction of / to Uc is a homeomorphism of Uc onto an open neighborhood f(Uc) of y.
By the local linear connectedness of X we may assume that Ua and Uc are connected neighborhoods. We have oo oo ua\ IJ f-\f(A%)) = ua\ \J(ua n rHf(Ai)))-
Since / is proper and f(Ai) is compact, f_1(f(At)) is compact for i € N. Set Ti = (f~1(f(Ai))C\Ua)\{a}, so that {T¿, i G N} is a no more than a countable family of locally compact subsets of Ua. We have oo Ua\ |J Tt = Wa, Wa 9 a, ¿=i and by [7] Ui^iTj is a negligible subset of Ua, i.e. Ua is homeomorphic to Wa. Denote by g a corresponding homeomorphism from Ua onto Wa and let ¡7_1(a) = äeUa.
It is easy to see that a connected open subspace Ua has no isolated points, hence ä is not an isolated point of Ua satisfying the first countability axiom. Thus there exists a sequence an G Ua such that an -» ä, an ^ a. Since g is a homeomorphism, this implies g(än) = an^a = g (a), an ¿ a, n G N.
We have Wa n f~l(f(Pf)) = {a},a G Wa. Therefore an G X\f~1(f(Pf)) and f(an) G f(X\f-\f(Pf))) = f(X)\f(Pf),
i.e. f(an) i f(Pf).
By the continuity of /, we have f(an) -> f(a) = y, n G N; hence starting from some no we have f(an) G f(Uc), n > no, n G N. Then since f\Uc is a homeomorphism of Uc onto f(Uc), we deduce with necessity the existence of a sequence bn G Uc such that f(bn) = f(an) G f(Uc), where clearly bn ^ an as n > noSince f(an) £ f(Pf), then 6n <£ f~l(f(Pf)) and therefore an,6nGX\r1(/(P/)).
This contradicts the proved injectivity of the restriction of / onto X\f~1(f(Pf)).
Thus for an arbitrary y G f(P¡) we have f~1(y)n(X\Pf) = 0, i.e. f~1(f(Pf)) = Pf and therefore the restriction of / to X\Pf is a homeomorphism of X\Pf onto Y\f(Pf).
Combining this with what was proved above, we finally have f(X) = f(Pf U (X\Pf)) = f(Pf) U (Y\f(Pf)) = Y and the first part of the theorem is completely proved.
Let us now prove the second part of the theorem. By what we have already proved, the restriction of / to X\Pf is an injective map of X\Pf onto Y\f(Pf) and f~1(f(Pf)) -Pf-Therefore if we prove that the restriction of / to Pf is also injective, then we will get that / is a bijective continuous closed map of X onto Y, i.e. / is a homeomorphism of X onto Y and Bf = 0.
Assume the contrary, i.e. let X\,X2 G f~1(y) C Pf, x\ ^ X2, for some point y e f(Pf). and points x\ G U\ and x'2 G U2 such that f(x'1) = f(x'2) = z. Since z £ f(Pf) and f~\f{Pf)) = pf, then /"H*) n pf = 0 and therefore x[ G Ui\Pf, x'2 G U2\Pf.
Thus x\,x'2 G X\Pf, f(x[) = f(x'2) = z. Therefore we have obtained a contradiction, since as we have already proved the restriction of / to X\Pf is injective. REMARK 2.1. (a) Theorem 2.1 contains an essential sharpening of the BanachMazure criterion for maps to be globally homeomorphic [10] in the case of infinitedimensional Fréchet manifolds, since it allows us to avoid the assumption that maps are locally homeomorphic on countable unions of compacts from the space of definition of these maps.
(b) In interesting papers by Berger and Plastok [11, 12] problems of deletion of discrete singularities of maps in Banach spaces were investigated starting from dimension 3, but under the special additional assumption that onto maps are Fredholm. This assumption is removed in our paper. Also, for Fredholm maps Plastok [12] was the first to obtain the first part of Theorem 2.1.
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